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model concerning the liquid]vapour phase change in porous media.
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In what follows, we first give the detailed mathematical description of
w xthe physical model recently proposed by Fremond and Nicolas 1, 2 . This
model relies on the theory of continuum mechanics and thermodynamics.
As we know, there are several components in porous media: the solid, the
liquid water, the vapour, and the air. The vapour phase and the liquid
water phase can be exchanged during the process. In Fremond and
Nicolas's model, it is considered that, on a macroscopic level, at any point
of the porous medium under consideration the solid, the liquid water, and
 .the gas mixture of air and vapour phases can coexist in different volume
fractions, but the corresponding proportions are not arbitrary. For in-
stance, the water or gas proportions lie between zero and the porosity « of
the medium.
From now on the subscripts s, g, l, v, and a stand respectively for the
solid, the gas, the liquid water, the vapour, and the air. In their considera-
tion the basic physical assumptions are the following:
 .1 The solid matrix is rigid and at rest. Therefore, the porosity
« s Const., and the density r s Const.s
 .2 The liquid water is incompressible. Therefore, the density r sl
Const.
 .3 The air and the vapour are ideal gases.
 .4 There are no voids in the pores. Therefore, the sum of the
fractions of the liquid and the gas is the porosity « :
b q b s « , 1.1 .g l
0 F b F « , 0 F b F « . 1.2 .g l
 .5 The absolute temperature T is the same for all components of
 .porous media: T s T x, t .
Thus the five variables, absolute temperature T , density r of the air,a
density r of the vapour, and fractions b and b of the gas and liquid,v g l
respectively, are chosen as state variables in a macroscopic description of
the porous medium. If the water is changing into vapour in the porous
 .medium, then we say that the material for instance, the concrete is
drying. On the other hand, if the vapour is changing into water, then the
material is wetting. Our task is to determine the evolution of these five
variables. Especially, we focus our attention on the phase change between
the liquid water and the vapour, i.e., the wetting]drying process.
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The mass balance for the air and the water and the energy balance yield
­ r b .a g q div r b u s 0, 1.3 . .a g a­ t
­ r b ­b .v g lq div r b u q r q div b u s 0, 1.4 .  . .v g v l l l /­ t ­ t
­ e ­ ej sq div e u y s D u q s ydiv q, 1.5 .  .  . j j j j /­ t ­ t 4jg a, v, l
where e is the internal energy per unit volume of the jth component, sj j
 . is the stress tensor, and by the constitutive laws s s yp I j s a, v, l seej j
w x.  . 1 , D u is the strain rate tensor, u is the absolute velocity obviously,j j
.u s 0 , and q is the total heat flux vector.s
To describe the liquid-vapour phase change or the drying-wetting
process, it is assumed that the liquid-vapour phase change rate d s
  ..r ­b r­ t q div b u is proportional to the difference of the specificl l l l
 w x.free enthalpies of the vapour and the liquid, g and g see 1 :v l
­b l
g y g s kd s kr q div b u , 1.6 .  .v l l l l /­ t
with k being a positive constant and g , g given byv l
p q c p q cv v l l
g s , g s . 1.7 .v lb r b rg v l l
In the above c and c are the corresponding free energies for the vapourv l
and the liquid, respectively. The corresponding pressures p and p andv l
also p are given by the relationsa
­c ­c ­cv l a
p s p y c , p s b y c , p s r y c . 1.8 .v v v l l l a a a­r ­b ­rv l a
 .  .  .In addition to 1.1 , 1.3 ] 1.5 , we use other physical laws to express the
velocity u and the heat flux q by the state variables. Two Darcy's laws forj
the liquid and gas phases yield
p p p q p p q pv a a v a v
b u q u s y m = q r q r gz , 1.9 .  .g v a g a v /  /b b b bg g g g
p l
b u s ym = q r gz . 1.10 .l l l l /b l
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Fick's law for the air]vapour relative velocity and Fourier's law for the
heat conduction yield
b p q p pg a v v
b u y u s y = , 1.11 .  .g v a  /m p p p q pD a v a v
q s yl=T , l ) 0 1.12 .
with m and m being the liquid and gas mobilities respectively, g thel g
gravity, z the vertical position, m the diffusivity, and l the global thermalD
 .conductivity. Once the free energies c j s a, v, l, s are given as functionsj
 .  .  .of state variables, we obtain five equations 1.1 , 1.3 ] 1.6 for five state
 .variables by replacing e j s a, v, l, s with the expressionsj
­c j
e s c y T j s a, v, l, s . 1.13 .  .j j ­ T
 .  .  .Note that 1.1 is an algebraic equation; 1.3 ] 1.5 can be considered as
quasilinear parabolic equations of second order for m s r b , m s r b ,a a g v v g
 .and T ; 1.6 is a partial differential equation of first order.
To study the liquid-vapour change in porous media means to solve the
 .  .  .above five equations 1.1 , 1.3 ] 1.6 subject to appropriate initial and
boundary conditions.
 .To take the internal constraints 1.2 into account, Fremond and Nicolas
w x w xin 2 and also in 1 postulate that the corresponding free energies have to
take into account the terms of the indicator functions of the volume
fractions b and b . We point out that introducing a convex function h ofg l
 .  w x.b with domain 0, « see 1 will guarantee that b lies already betweenl l
0 and « , and therefore introducing the indicator functions becomes
unnecessary. Therefore we introduce the free energies by
RT
c T , r , b s yr b c T ln T q r b ln r b , 1.14 . .  .a a g a g a a g a gMa
RT
c T , r , b s yr b c T ln T q r b ln r b q r b f T , . .  .v v g v g v v g v g v gMv
1.15 .
RT
c T , b s yr b c T ln T q r b h b , 1.16 .  .  .l l l l l l l lMv
c T s yr 1 y « c T ln T , 1.17 .  .  .s s s
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where c is the specific heat at constant volume, M is the molecularj j
weight, and R is the universal gas constant. From the physical considera-
 .tion the function f T , which is related to the phase change latent heat,
and the function h are given as
RT RT M p0 T .v vs
f T s c y c T ln T y y ln , 1.18 .  .  .v l M M RTv v
a b
h b s q q c, 1.19 .  .l 2 « y bb ll
with constants a ) 0, b ) 0, c - 0, and the saturation vapour pressure
0  .p T outside the porous medium known from experiment.vs
 .  .  .However, the above system 1.1 , 1.3 ] 1.6 seems too complicated to
study from a mathematical point of view. Since we are mainly concerned
with the phase change between liquid and vapour in porous media, in what
follows we simplify the model by letting u ' u ' u ' 0 but still preservel a v
 .Eq. 1.6 which describes the phase change between liquid and vapour.
Within this framework the hysteresis phenomena characterized by the
 w x.change of the sign of ­b r­ t can still be observed refer to Fig. 1 in 1 . Itl
turns out from the above simplification and the choices of free energies
 .  .that 1.3 ] 1.6 become
­ ma s 0 m s r b , 1.20 . .a a g­ t
­ m ­bv lq r s 0, m s r b , 1.21 . .l v v g­ t ­ t
­ e q e q e q e .a v l s y lDT s 0, 1.22 .
­ t
­b RT d RT m RTl v
kr s y b h b q ln 1.23 .  . .l l l 0­ t M db M M p T .v l v v vs
with
e s c m T , e s c m T q m f y Tf 9 , e s c r b T , .a a a v v v v l l l l
e s r 1 y « c T . 1.24 .  .s s s
 .  .It follows from 1.20 , 1.21 that
m x , t s m0 x , 1.25 .  .  .a a
r b x , t q m x , t s r b 0 x q m0 x [ g x , 1.26 .  .  .  .  .  .l l v l l v
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0 . 0 . 0  .  .  .  .where m x , b x , m x are initial data of m x, t , b x, t , m x, t ,a l v a l v
respectively. Let
RT RTm d b h b . .v l l
G T , m , b [ ln y , 1.27 .  .v l 0 /kM dbM p T .v lv vs
f T , m , b [ c m0 q c m y m Tf 0 q c r b q r 1 y « c , 1.28 .  .  .1 v l a a v v v l l l s s
R T p0 9 T . .vs
f T , m , b [ y 1 y G T , m , b , 1.29 .  .  .2 v l v l0 /M p T .v vs
R T p0 9 T . .vs
f [ Tf , f [ 1 y . 1.30 .3 2 4 0 /kM p T .v vs
 .  .  .Thus it turns out from 1.22 , 1.23 , and 1.21 that T , b , and m satisfyl v
­ T
f T , m , b s lDT q f T , m , b T , 1.31 .  .  .1 v l 2 v l­ t
­b l
r s G T , m , b , 1.32 .  .l v l­ t
­ mv s yG T , m , b . 1.33 .  .v l­ t
To study the simplified model means to solve the system of a nonlinear
 .parabolic equation 1.31 coupled with two nonlinear ordinary differential
 .  .equations 1.32 , 1.33 with x as a parameter.
The functions T , m , and b have to satisfy the boundary conditionv l
­ T
q a T y g s 0 1.34 .  .G /­ n G
with constant a G 0, g ) 0 being a function of x, and G being theG
n  .smooth boundary of a bounded domain V : R n F 3 which is occupied
by the porous medium. The initial conditions at t s 0 are
< 0 < 0 < 0T s T x , b s b x , m s m x , 1.35 .  .  .  .ts0 ts0 ts0l l v v
with physical constraints
0 0 0T x ) 0, 0 - b x - « , m x ) 0, for x g V . 1.36 .  .  .  .l v
 .  .Once T , b , and m are obtained, we use 1.1 and 1.25 to obtain b andl v g
 .  .r s m rb , r s m rb .a a g v v v
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study the stationary
 .  .problem for the system 1.31 ] 1.34 . It is proved in Theorem 2.1 that for
Ä Ä .  .any given function g x ) 0 there is a unique equilibrium T , b , mÄl v
Ä .  .associated with g x such that m q r b s g x . Furthermore, TheoremÄ v l l
2.2 shows that this equilibrium is linearly stable. Based on these results, it
is proved in Theorem 3.2 that, for the initial data close to equilibrium, the
 .  .evolutionary problem 1.31 ] 1.35 admits a unique global solution. More-
over, the solution exponentially decays to the equilibrium as t goes to
 .  .infinity. In Section 4 we consider the evolutionary problem 1.31 ] 1.35 in
one space dimension. Global existence and uniqueness results are proved
 .in Theorem 4.1 for any initial data, satisfying 1.36 , but not necessarily
being close to the equilibrium.
Throughout this paper the following two constitutive assumptions on the
0  .saturation pressure p T outside the porous medium are always made:vs
 . 0  .  .A p T is a smooth function defined in 0, ` and there exist1 vs
three positive constants a , a , a such that1 2 3
T
0< <0 - a F F a - `, p 9 T F a , for T g 0, ` . . . .1 2 vs 30p T .vs
1.37 .
 .A 2
90 9 0 9R p 2T p .  .vs vs2c q T q y 1 G 0. 1.38 .l 0 0 /M p p /v vs vs
 .  .Thus it follows from 1.18 that the function f T in this formula
satisfies
c y Tf 0 T G 0, ; T ) 0, 1.39 .  .v
and
RT p0 9 .vs
c T q f y Tf 9 s c T q T y 1 G 0. 1.40 .v l 0 /M pv vs
s .Throughout this paper we denote by H V the usual Sobolev spaces and
5 5 2by ? the L norm.
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2. STATIONARY PROBLEM AND LINEAR STABILITY
 .  .The corresponding stationary problem of 1.31 ] 1.35 reads to find
Ä Ä .  .  .functions T x , m x , b x satisfyingÄ v l
ÄDT s 0, 2.1 .
Ä­ T Äq a T y g s 0, 2.2 . .G /­ n
G
Ä ÄG T , m , b s 0, 2.3 .Ä /v l
with the constraint
Ä 0 0m x q r b x s m x q r b x s g x . 2.4 .  .  .  .  .  .Ä v l l v l l
Now we have
 .THEOREM 2.1 Existence and Uniqueness of Equilibrium . For any
 .  .  .gi¨ en g x ) 0, the stationary problem 2.1 ] 2.4 admits a unique solution
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .T , m , b such that T x ) 0, 0 - b x - « , m x ) 0 in V.Ä Äv l i v
Proof. It follows from the standard results in the theory of elliptic
Ä .  .  .equations that there is a unique function T x satisfying 2.1 , 2.2 .
Ä .Moreover, the maximum principle yields T x ) 0. Then we use the
Ä .  .definition of G in 1.27 and substitute this function T x and m s g yÄ v
Ä  .r b into 2.3 to obtainl l
Ä Äg x y r b RT d . .l l Ä Äln y b h b s 0 2.5 . . /l l0 ÄÄ dbM p T . lv vs
and further
Ä Äg x y r b RT d . .l l Ä Äs exp b h b . 2.6 . . /l l0  /ÄÄ dbM p T . lv vs
 .By the definition 1.19 we have
d b« a
h b [ b h b s y q c 2.7 .  .  . .1 l l l 2 2db b« y b .l ll
and
dh b 2b« 2 a .1 l
h b [ s q ) 0, ;b g 0, « . 2.8 .  .  .2 l l3 3db b« y b .l ll
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 .Therefore, the function on the right hand side of 2.6 is a strictly
Ä  .monotone increasing function of b in 0, « . Moreover,l
Älim exp h b s 0, 2.9 . . /1 l
Äb ª0l
Älim exp h b s q`. 2.10 . . /1 l
Äbª«y0
 .On the other hand, the function on the left hand side of 2.6 is a
Ä Ä 0 Ä .  .monotone decreasing function of b starting from g x RTrM p T ) 0l v vs
Ä Ä  .  .at b s 0. These yield the existence of a unique solution b x g 0, « tol l
 .2.6 .
 .Since the exponential function on the right hand side of 2.6 is always
Ä  .positive for b g 0, « , we havel
Äm x s g x y r b x ) 0. 2.11 .  .  .  .Ä v l l
Thus the proof is complete.
In what follows we consider the linear stability of the problem
 .  .1.31 ] 1.35 .
Let
Äu [ T x , t y T x , 2.12 .  .  .
n [ m x , t y m x , 2.13 .  .  .Äv v v
Äg [ b x , t y b x , 2.14 .  .  .l l l
Ä Ä  .  .with T , m , b being the equilibrium associated with g x defined in 2.4 .Ä l l
Ä Ä .Thus it turns out that G T , m , b s 0 that the linearized problemÄ v l
reads as
Ä Ä Ä­u ­ f ­ f ­ f2 2 2Ä Äf y lDu s T u q n q g , 2.15 .1 v l /­ t ­ T ­ m ­bv l
Ä Ä Ä­g ­ G ­ G ­ Gl
r s u q n q g , 2.16 .l v l­ t ­ T ­ m ­bv l
Ä Ä Ä­ n ­ G ­ G ­ Gv s y u q n q g , 2.17 .v l /­ t ­ T ­ m ­bv l
­u
q au s 0, 2.18 . /­ n G
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0 0 Ä<u s u x [ T x y T x , 2.19 .  .  .  .ts0
< 0 0n s n x [ m x y m x , 2.20 .  .  .  .Äts0v v v v
0 0 Ä<g s g x [ b x y b x 2.21 .  .  .  .ts0l l l l
 .  .  .  .where by the definitions 1.27 ] 1.31 , 2.7 ] 2.8 ,
Ä Ä Ä 0f [ f T , m , b s c m x q c m x .  .Ä Ä /1 1 v l a a v v
Ä Ä Äqc p b x q c r 1 y « y m x Tf 0 T G a ) 0, 2.22 .  .  .  . .Äl l l s s v 0
Ä­ G ­ G Ä Äs T , m , bÄ /v l­ T ­ T
Ä Ä 0 ÄR m RT R T p T 9 .Ä  .v vsÄs ln y h b q 1 y .1 l0 0Ä Ä /  /kM kMM p T p T .  .v vv vs vs
1 Ä Ä Ä Äs G T , m , b q f T s f T , 2.23 . .  .Ä /v l 4 4ÄT
Ä Ä­ G ­ G RTÄ Ä[ T , m , b s , 2.24 .Ä /v l­ m ­ m kM mÄv v v v
Ä Ä­ G ­ G RTÄ Ä Ä[ T , m , b s y h b , 2.25 .Ä  . /v l 2 l­b ­b kMl l v
Ä Ä­ f ­ f ­ G2 2 2Ä Ä Ä Ä[ T , m , b s ykf T s ykf T , 2.26 . .  .Ä /v l 4 4­ T ­ T ­ T
Ä Ä Ä­ f ­ f ­ G RT2 2 Ä Ä Ä Ä[ T , m , b s ykf T s yf T , 2.27 . .  .Ä /v l 4 4­ m ­ m ­ m M mÄv v v v v
Ä Ä Ä­ f ­ f ­ G RT2 2 Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä[ T , m , b s ykf T s f T h b . 2.28 . .  .Ä  . /v l 4 4 2 l­b ­b ­b Ml l l v
We now have
0 2 0 0 .  .  .THEOREM 2.2 Linear Stability . Suppose u g H V , n , g g C V .v l
 .  .Then the linearized problem 2.15 ] 2.21 is exponentially stable in the sense
5 5 ` yK 2 tu , n , g t F K e , ; t ) 0, 2.29 .  .  .Lv l 1
with positi¨ e constants K , K .1 2
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 .  .  .Proof. By 2.16 , 2.17 , 2.4 we have
n q r g s n0 q r g 0 s 0. 2.30 .v l l v l l
n s yr g . 2.31 .v l l
Thus the linearized problem turns out to be
­u
2Ä Ä Ä Ä Äf x y lDu s ykTf T u q a x Tf T g , 2.32 .  .  . .  .1 4 4 l­ t
­g a x .l Är s f T u y g , 2.33 . .l 4 l­ t k
­u
q au s 0, 2.34 . /­ n G
< 0 < 0u s u x , g s g x , 2.35 .  .  .ts0 ts0l l
where
Ä Är RT RTl Äa x s q h b G a ) 0. 2.36 .  . .2 l 0M m MÄv v v
Ä .  .  .Multiplying 2.32 by u and 2.33 by Ta x g , integrating with respect tol
x, and adding together, we obtain
1 d 22 2 2Ä Ä 5 5f u q r Tag dx q l =u q la u dsH H /1 l l2 dt V G
2aÄ Ä’q T k f u y g dx s 0. 2.37 .H 4 l /’kV
Using Poincare's inequality
5 5 2 5 5 2 2l u F =u q a u ds 2.38 .H1
G
with l ) 0 being the first eigenvalue of yD subject to boundary condi-1
 .tion 2.34 , we obtain
21 d a22 2Ä Ä Ä Ä’5 5f u q r Tag dx q ll u q T k f u y g dx F 0.H H /1 l l 1 4 l /’2 dt kV V
2.39 .
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Ä ÄThe fact that f , a, T are positive bounded functions results in the1
existence of a positive constant C such that0
d
2 2 2 2Ä Ä Ä Äf u q r Tag dx q C f u q r Tag dx F 0. 2.40 .H H /  /1 l l 0 1 l ldt V V
Therefore there exist positive constants C , C such that1 2
Ä 2 Ä 2 yC0 tf u q r Tag dx F C e , 2.41 .H  /1 l l 1
V
5 5 2 2 5 2 5 2 yC0 tu q g F C e . 2.42 .L l 2
`  .  .To obtain the L norm estimates, we differentiate 2.32 , 2.33 with
respect to t to end up with
­u1 2Ä Ä Ä Ä Äf y lDu s ykTf T u q a x Tf T g , 2.43 .  . .  .1 1 4 1 4 1­ t
­g a x .1 Är s f T u y g , 2.44 . .l 4 1 1­ t k
­u1 q au s 0, 2.45 .1 /­ t G
1
0 0 2 0 0Ä Ä Ä Ä<u s u x s lDu y kTf T u q aTf T g , 2.46 .  . .  . .ts01 1 4 4 lÄf1
1 a x .
0 0 0Ä<g s g x s f T u y g , 2.47 .  . .ts01 1 4 l /r kl
where u s ­ur­ t, g s ­g r­ t.1 1 l
In the same way as before, we obtain
­g l2 2 2 yC t05 5 5 5 5 5u t q s u t q g t F C e . 2.48 .  .  .  .t 1 1 3­ t
 .  .  .Thus it follows from 2.42 , 2.48 , and Eq. 2.32 that
5 5 2 yC0 tDu t F C e . 2.49 .  .4
By the regularity theory of elliptic equations and Sobolev's imbedding
theorem we have
5 5 2 ` 5 5 2 2 yC 0 tu t F C u t F C e . 2.50 .  .  .L H5 6
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 .It turns out from 2.33 that
1 t0 ya x .r r k . t ya x .r r k . tyt .l l Äg x , t s g x e q e f T x u x , t dt . .  .  .  . .Hl l 4r 0
2.51 .
5  .5 `  .  .Thus the exponential decay of g t follows from 2.50 and 2.51 .Ll
3. NONLINEAR STABILITY
In this section we prove global existence and uniqueness of solutions to
 .  .the simplified model 1.31 ] 1.35 as the initial data are close to the
equilibrium. First we have the following local existence and uniqueness
theorem:
 . 0 0THEOREM 3.1 Local Existence and Uniqueness . Suppose b , m gl v
0 2 .  .C V , T g H V satisfying the compatibility condition:
0­ T
0q a T y g s 0. 3.1 . .G /­ n G
 .Suppose the physical constraints 1.36 are satisfied. Then there exists a
5 0 5 2positi¨ e constant t depending only on T such that the problemH0
2 .  . w x w x  ..1.31 ] 1.35 admits a unique solution in V = 0, t : T g C 0, t ; H V0 0
1 2 1 2 2w x  .. w x  .. w x  ..l C 0, t ; L V , b , m g C 0, t ; C V l C 0, t ; L V .0 l v 0 0
Moreo¨er, there exist positi¨ e constants d , d , and d depending only on1 2 3
0 0  . w xb , m such that for x, t g V = 0, t :l v 0
0 - d F b x , t F « y d , 3.2 .  .1 l 2
0 - d F m x , t F g x y r d , 3.3 .  .  .3 v l 1
5 5 2 5 0 5 2T x , t ) 0, T t F 2 T , 3.4 .  .  .H H
 .  .where g x is gi¨ en by 1.26 .
Proof. The basic method of the proof is the contraction mapping
Ã 2w x  ..theorem. For t ) 0 and given function T g C 0, t ; H V l1 1
1 2 Ãw x  ..  .C 0, t ; L V , T x, t ) 0, we consider the auxiliary problem1
Ã Ã­b RT R g x y r b T . .l l l
r s ln y h b , 3.5 .  .l 1 l0 Ã /­ t kM M p T .v v vs
< 0b s b x . 3.6 .  .ts0l l
 .  .where h b is given by 2.7 .1 l
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For this problem we have
0  .  .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose b g C V and the constraints 1.36 are satisfied.l
1 .  . w x  ..Then the problem 3.5 ] 3.6 admits a unique solution b g C 0, t ; C Vl 1
2 2w x  ..  .  . w xl C 0, t ; L V . Moreo¨er, the estimates 3.2 , 3.3 hold in V = 0, t .1 1
 .Proof of Lemma 3.1. We first prove that for any x g V, problems 3.5 ,
 .  .  .3.6 admit a unique solution satisfying 3.2 , 3.3 . For this purpose, we
consider the following two cases:
 .  .i g x rr G « . In this case, the right hand side of the equation ofl
 .  .3.5 is Lipschitz continuous function of b in 0, « . Then there exists al
 .  .positive constant t such that problems 3.5 , 3.6 admit a unique solution
1w x.b g C 0, t andl
0 - b x , t - « . 3.7 .  .l
 .We now prove that actually the estimate 3.2 holds.
 .Indeed, by assumption A ,1
Ãg y r b RT g x R .  .l l
0 - C a F F a F C a . 3.8 .1 1 2 2 20 Ã MM p T . vv vs
 .By 2.7 ,
lim h b s y`, lim h b s q`. 3.9 .  .  .1 l 1 l
b ªq0 b ª«y0l l
 .  .Thus it turns out from 3.8 , 3.9 that there exist positive constants h , h1 2
 . 0 . 0  .depending only on g x , i.e., b x , m x such thatl v
­b l G 0, as b F h , 3.10 .l 1­ t
­b l F 0, as b G « y h , 3.11 .l 2­ t
w xwhich imply that for t g 0, t we have
h s min min b 0 x , h .4 l 1 /
xgV
g
0F b x , t F max « y h , max b x [ « y h F y h . 3.12 .  .  .l 2 l 3 3 / rxgV l
 .  .ii g x rr - « . In this case, the right hand side of the equation ofl
 .  .  .3.5 is a Lipschitz continuous function of b in 0, grr . Since h b is al l 1 l
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w  . xbounded function in h , g x rr , applying the same argument as before4 l
 .to the logarithmic function in 3.5 yields that there exists a positive
constant h such that5
­b 1l F 0, as g x y r b F h , i.e., b G g x y h , 3.13 .  .  . .l l 5 l 5­ t r l
which implies that
1
0b x , t F max g x y h , b x . 3.14 .  .  .  . .l 5 l /r l
 .  .  .  .The uniform estimates 3.2 , 3.3 follow from 3.12 and 3.14 . These
 .  .uniform estimates assure that the solution to 3.5 , 3.6 can be extended to
Ãw x  .the whole interval 0, t in which T x, t is defined. This unique solution1
can be obtained by constructing an iterative sequence for the correspond-
ing integral equation
Ã ÃRT R g x y r b T . .t l l0rb x , t s rb x q ln y h b dt . .  .  .Hl l 1 l0 Ã /kM M p T0  .v v vs
3.15 .
w x  ..Since each term of this sequence belongs to C 0, t , C V and the1
sequence converges also in the same space, we deduce that the solution b l
of the integral equation also belongs to this space. It follows from the
1 2 2w x  .. w x  ..integral expression that b g C 0, t ; C V l C 0, t ; L V . Thusl 1 1
the proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete.
Ã  .Using Lemma 3.1, for given T ) 0, we obtain b x, t . Now we considerl
the auxiliary problem
­ TÃ Ãf T , g x y r b , b y lDT s f T , g x y r b , b T , 3.16 .  .  . .  .1 l l l 2 l l l­ t
­ T
q a T y g s 0, 3.17 .  .G /­ n G
< 0T s T x . 3.18 .  .ts0
 .By assumption A , we have f G a ) 0. The existence and unique-2 1 0
 .  .ness of the solution to problems 3.16 ] 3.18 follow from the standard
theory of parabolic equations. Moreover, the maximum principle yields
 .  .  .  .  .T x ) 0. Thus the auxiliary problems 3.5 , 3.6 , 3.16 ] 3.18 define a
Ã 2 1 2w x  .. w x  ..nonlinear operator which maps T g C 0, t ; H V l C 0, t ; L V1 1
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into the same space. It is a routine procedure, which can be omitted here,
to prove that this operator is contractive if t is suitably small. Thus the1
proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
 .THEOREM 3.2 Global Existence and Nonlinear Stability . Suppose the
assumptions in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Then there exists a suitably small
 .  .constant « ) 0 such that the problems 1.31 ] 1.35 admit a unique global0
w . 2  .. 1w . 2  ..solution T g C 0, ` ; H V l C 0, ` ; L V , b , m gl v
1 2 2w .  .. w .  ..  .  .C 0, ` ; C V l C 0, ` ; L V , T x, t ) 0, 0 - b x, t - « ,l
0 0Ä 2 .  .  . 5 5 5m x, t ) 0 for x, t g V = 0, ` pro¨ided T y T F « , m yHv 0 v
0 Ä5 5 5m F « , and b y b F « hold. Moreo¨er, the solution expo-Ä CV . CV .v 0 l l 0
nentially decays to the equilibrium
yK t4Ä Ä25 5 5 5 5 5T y T q m y m q b y b F K e , 3.19 .ÄH V . CV . CV .v v l l 3
with positi¨ e constants K , K .3 4
Proof. As shown in Theorem 3.1, the length of the interval in which the
5 0 5 2solution exists depends only on T . The basic strategy of provingH
Theorem 3.2 is to combine the local existence and uniqueness theorem
 . 5  .5 2Theorem 3.1 with the uniform a priori estimates on T t . We stillH
 .  .  .use the notation u , n , g defined in 2.12 ] 2.14 . It turns out from 2.31v l
 .  .that problems 1.31 ] 1.35 are reduced to
­uÄ Äf u q T , yr g q m , g q b y lDuÄ /1 l l v l l ­ t
Ä Ä Äs f u q T , yr g q m , g q b u q T , 3.20 . .Ä /2 l l v l l
­g l Ä Är s G u q T , yr g q m , g q b , 3.21 .Ä /l l l v l l­ t
­u
q au s 0, 3.22 . /­ n G
0 0 Ä 0 0 Ä< <u s u x [ T x y T x , g s g x [ b y b . .  .  .  .ts0 ts0l l l l
3.23 .
Ä .  .Multiplying 3.20 by u and 3.21 by Tag and integrating with respect tol
x, then adding together, we obtain
1 d 22 2 2Ä 5 5f u q r Tag dx q la u ds q l =u .H H1 l l2 dt V G
1 ­ f ­ f ­ f ­g1 1 1 l 2Äs f u u q T dx q u q y r u dx .H H2 t l / /2 ­ T ­b ­ m ­ tV V l v
Äq Tag G dx. 3.24 .H l
V
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 .  .Expanding f and G around the equilibrium and using 2.23 ] 2.28 yield2
Ä Äf u u q T dx q Tag G dx .H H2 l
V V
2a
3 2 2 3Ä Ä’s yT k f u y g q O u , u g , ug , g dx 3.25 . .H 4 l l l l / /’kV
 3 2 2 3.where O u , u g , ug , g is an expression of third order of u and g . Forl l l l
 .  .the terms on the right hand side of 3.24 and 3.25 , we have the estimates
1 ­ f ­ f ­ f ­g1 1 1 l 2u q y r u dxH t l / /2 ­ T ­b ­ m ­ tV l v
­g l
2 ` 25 5 5 5 5 5F C u q C u u , 3.26 .L L L1 t 2 /2­ t L
3 2 2 3O u , u g , ug , g dx .H l l l
V
5 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5 2 5 5 2F C u q g u q g . 3.27 . .  .L L3 l l
5 5 `Here and from now on C are positive constants depending only on u .Li
 .It turns out from 3.24 that
1 d 22 2 2Ä 5 5f u q r Tag dx q l =u q la u ds .H H1 l l2 dt V G
2aÄ Ä’q T k f u y g dxH 4 l /’kV
2­g l2 2 2
` `5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C u q g u q g q u q . 3.28 . .L L4 l l t /­ t
In the same way as before, there exists a positive constant K ) 0 such that
d
2 2 2 2Ä Äf u q r Tag dx q K f u q r Tag dx .  .H H1 l l 1 l ldt V V
2­g l2 2 2
` `5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C u q g u q g q u q . 3.29 . .L L5 l l t /­ t
 .  .Differentiating Eqs. 3.20 , 3.21 with respect to t, similar to Section 2;
denoting u s ­ur­ t, g s ­g r­ t; multiplying the resulting equations by1 1 l
Äu and Tag respectively; then integrating with respect to x over V and1 1
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adding together, we obtain
1 d 22 2 2Ä 5 5f u q r Tag dx q la u ds q l =u .H H1 1 l 1 1 12 dt V G
­ f ­ f ­ f ­ G2 2 22Ä Äs f q T u q T y r q a g u dxH 2 1 l 1 1 /  / /­ T ­b ­ m ­ TV l v
­ G ­ G
2Äq Ta y r g dxH l 1 /­b ­ mV l v
1 ­ f ­ f ­ f1 1 1 2y u q q r g u dxH 1 l 1 1 /2 ­ T ­b ­ mV l v
­ f ­ f ­ f2 2 2q u q y r g uu dx. 3.30 .H 1 l 1 1 / /­ T ­b ­ mV l v
 .  .  .Thus it turns out from 2.23 ] 2.28 and 2.36 that
1 d 22 2 2Ä 5 5f u q r Tag dx q la u ds q l =u .H H1 1 l 1 1 12 dt V G
2aÄ Ä’q T k f u y g dxH 4 1 1 /’kV
s O u 3 , u 2u , u 2g , u 2g , u g u , ug g , ug 2 , g g 2 dx 3.31 . .H 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 l 1
V
 3 2 2 2 2 2 .where O u , u u , u g , u g , u g u , ug g , ug , g g stands for the terms1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 l 1
of third order u , g , u , g .l 1 1
For the terms in u 3 and u 2g by Nirenberg's and Young's inequalities,1 1 1
 .we have n F 3
n r2 6yn.r2 33 5 5 5 5 5 5O u dx F C =u u q C u .H 1 6 1 1 7 1
V
l 2 26yn.r4yn. 35 5 5 5 5 5F =u q C u q C u . 3.32 .1 8 1 7 14
22 45 5 5 5O u g dx F C g u .H L1 1 9 1 1
V
5 5 n r2 5 5 4yn.r2 5 5 2 5 5F C =u u q C u g .10 1 1 11 1 1
l 2 2 4r4yn. 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F =u q C u g q C u g .1 12 1 1 11 1 14
3.33 .
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For the other terms we have
2 2 2 2O u u , u g , u g u , u g g , ug , g g dx .H 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 l 1 l 1
V
5 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5 2 5 5 2F C u q g u q g . 3.34 . .  .L L13 l 1 1
 .Therefore, it follows from 3.31 that
1 d l 22 2 2Ä 5 5f u q r Tag dx q la u ds q =u .H H1 1 l 1 1 12 dt 2V G
2aÄ Ä’q T k f u y g dxH 4 1 1 /’kV
5 5 3 5 5 26yn.r4yn. 5 5 2 5 5F C u q C u q C u g7 1 8 1 11 1 1
5 5 2 5 5 4r4yn. 5 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5 2 5 5 2qC u g q C u q g u q g . .  .L L12 1 1 13 l 1 1
3.35 .
With the same argument as before, there exists a positive constant K such
that
d
2 2 2 2Ä Äf u q r Tag dx q K f u q r Tag dx .  .H H1 1 l 1 1 1 l 1dt V V
5 5 3 5 5 26yn.r4yn. 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 4r4yn.FC u qC u qC u g qC u g7 1 8 1 11 1 1 12 1 1
5 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5 2 5 5 2q C u q g u q g . 3.36 . .  .L L13 l 1 1
On the other hand, by Sobolev's imbedding theorem and the regularity
 .estimates for elliptic equations and 3.20 , we have
Ä` 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u t F C u t F C Du t F C u t q u q T f . .  .  .  .  . .L H14 15 16 1 2
3.37 .
Ä Ä .  .Since f T , m , b s 0, it turns out from 3.37 thatÄ2 v l
5 5 ` 5 5 5 5 5 5u t F C u t q u q g . 3.38 .  .  . .L 17 1 l
 .Expanding G on the right-hand side of 3.21 yields
­g a x .l 2 2Är s f u y g q O u , ug , g . 3.39 .  . .l 4 l l l­ t k
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Therefore, we have
g x , t s ey a x .r k r1. tg 0 x .  .l l
t y a x .r k r . tyt . 2 21 Äq e f u x , t q O u , ug , g dt , 3.40 .  . . .H 4 l l
0
ty a r k r . t 0 ya r k r . tyt .0 l 0 l` ` `5 5 5 5 5 5g t F e g q e C u t .  .L L H Ll l 18
0
5 5 2 ` 5 5 2 `qC u t q g t dt . 3.41 .  .  . .L L /19 l
Let K be a positive constant such that4
a K0
K - min , , 3.42 .4  /kr 2l
K 4t 5 5 `X t s sup e g t , 3.43 .  .  .L1 l
0FtFt
K 4t 5 5 `X t s sup e u t , 3.44 .  .  .L2
0FtFt
1r2
2 K t 2 2 2 24 ÄX t s sup e f u q u q r Ta g q g dx .  .  . .H3 1 1 l l 1 / /V0FtFt
3.45 .
1r22 2X t s X t q X t . 3.46 .  .  .  . .1 3
 .  .  .  .Then it turns out from 3.41 , 3.38 , 3.36 , and 3.29 that
5 0 5 ` 2 2X t F g q C X t q X t q X t , 3.47 .  .  .  .  . .L1 l 20 2 1 2
X t F C X t , 3.48 .  .  .2 21 3
X 2 t F X 2 0 q C X 3 t q X t X 2 t q X 26yn.r4yn. t , .  .  .  .  .  . .3 3 22 3 1 3 3
3.49 .
with
2 2 2 22 0 0 0 0Ä ÄX 0 s f u q u q r Ta g q g dx 3.50 .  .  . .  .  .H  /  /3 1 1 l l 1 /
V
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and
lDu 0 q f T 0 , m0 , b 0 T 0 .2 v l0u x s , 3.51 .  .1 0 0 0f T , m , b .1 v l
1
0 0 0 0g x s G T , m , b . 3.52 .  . .1 v lr l
 .  .  .Combining 3.47 with 3.48 , 3.49 yields
2 5 0 5 2 ` 4 2 4X t F 2 g q C X q X q X .  .L1 l 23 1 3 3
5 0 5 2 ` 2F C g q X 0 . .L24 l 3
q C X 4 q X X 2 q X 3 q X 26yn.r4yn. q X 4 , 3.53 . .25 1 1 3 3 3 3
X 2 t s X 2 t q X 2 t .  .  .1 3
5 0 5 2 ` 2F C g q X 0 . .L26 l 3
q C X 4 q X X 2 q X 3 q X 26yn.r4yn. q X 4 .27 1 1 3 3 3 3
5 0 5 2 ` 2 4 3 26yn.r4yn.F C g q X 0 q C X q X q X , .  . .L26 l 3 28
for t ) 0. 3.54 .
5 5 `In summary, if u F 1, then the C appearing in the above estimatesL i
are positive constants independent of t and the solution. Moreover, the
 .estimate 3.54 holds for all time t in which the solution exists. By
Theorem 3.1, there exists a small positive constant « - 1 such that if1
5 0 5 2 w xu F « , then there is a local solution in V = 0, t . Moreover,H 1 0
5 5 `u t F 1, for t F t . 3.55 .  .L 0
w xOn the other hand, as shown in 4, 5 , there exists a small constant
« ) 0 and C independent of « such that if2 29 2
5 0 5 2 ` 2g q X 0 F « 3.56 .  .Ll 3 2
then
2 5 0 5 2 ` 2X t F C g q X 0 , for t ) 0. 3.57 .  .  . .L29 l 3
 .  . 5 0 5 2Owing to 3.50 ] 3.52 , there is a constant « ) 0 such that if u F « ,H3 3
5 0 5 `  .g F « , then 3.56 holds.Ll 3
Let
« s min « , « . 3.58 .  .0 1 3
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5 0 5 2 5 0 5 `  .It turns out that if u F « , g F « , then 3.57 holds forH L0 l 0
2 .  .0 F t F t . Thus by definition of X t and 3.57 we have for 0 F t F t0 0
5 5 2 ` 5 5 2 2 5 0 5 2 ` 5 2 5 2 y2 K 4 tg t q u t F C g q X 0 e . 3.59 .  .  .  . .L H Ll 30 l 3
5  .5 2By taking « smaller, if necessary, we have u t F « . Thus Theo-H0 0 1
w xrem 3.1 assures that the solution can be extended to the interval 0, 2 t .0
 .  .Repeating the above argument yields that 3.57 and also 3.59 hold in
w x  .0, 2 t . Combining Theorem 3.1 and the uniform a priori estimates 3.570
 .and 3.59 yields that the solution can be extended step by step to the
w .  .  .whole half line 0, ` . Moreover, the estimates 3.57 and 3.59 imply
 .3.19 . Thus the proof is complete.
4. ONE SPACE DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section we will prove the global existence and uniqueness of the
 .  .solution to problems 1.31 ] 1.35 for arbitrary initial data, not necessarily
close to the equilibrium.
THEOREM 4.1 Global Existence and Uniqueness for Arbitrary Initial
.  .  .Data in n s 1 . Suppose A , A are satisfied. Furthermore, let n s 1;1 2
0 0 0 2 .  .b , m g C V ; T g H V satisfying the compatibility condition and thel v
 .  .  .physical constraints 1.36 . Then problems 1.31 ] 1.35 admit a unique
w x 2  .. 1w x 2  ..solution: T g C 0, t ; H V l C 0, t ; L V , b , m g1 1 l v
1 2 2w x  .. w x  ..C 0, t ; C V l C 0, t ; L V , for any t ) 0.1 1 1
Proof. The basic strategy of the proof is to combine the local existence
 .and uniqueness theorem Theorem 3.1 with uniform a priori estimates. If
 .we take a close look at the equation 1.31 , we will find that the nonlinear
term f T is a quadratic term of T which makes the estimates more2
 .  .difficult. Fortunately, using 1.22 from which 1.31 was derived, and
integrating with x and t, we obtain
c m0T q c m T q m f y Tf 9 q c r b T q r 1 y « c T dx .  . . .H a a v v v l l l s s
V
t
q la T y g ds dt .HH G
0 G
s c m0T 0 q c m0T 0 q m0 f T 0 y T 0 f 9 T 0 .  . .H a a v v v
V
qc r b 0T 0 q r 1 y « c T 0 dx. 4.1 .  ..l l l s s
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 . 1By assumption A and T ) 0, we obtain the estimate of the L norm2
of T :
T dx F C , for 0 F t F t , 4.2 .H t
V
where t is an arbitrary positive constant and C is a positive constantt
depending on t but not on t.
 .Multiplying Eq. 1.31 by ­ Tr­ t and integrating with respect to x, we
obtain
2 2­ T l d d T2< <f dx q =T dx q la y g T dsH H H1 G /  /­ t 2 dt dt 2V V G
­ T
s f T dx. 4.3 .H 2 ­ tV
 .  .As shown in Theorem 3.1, the solutions b , m always satisfy 3.2 , 3.3 :l v
0 - d F b x , t F « y d , 4.4 .  .1 l 2
0 - d F m x , t F g x y r d . 4.5 .  .  .3 v l 1
 .  .It follows from assumptions A and A that2 1
f G a ) 0, 4.6 .1 0
2­ T ­ T a ­ T02 4
4 45 5 5 5f T dx F C T F q C T 4.7 .H L L2 1 2­ t ­ t 2 ­ tV
with positive constants a , C , C independent of the solution and t.0 1 2
 .  .  .Combining 4.3 with 4.6 , 4.7 yields
22d l T a ­ T02 4
45 5 5 5=T q la y g T ds q F C T . 4.8 .H LG 2 / /dt 2 2 2 ­ tG
 .  .By the Nierenberg inequality n s 1 and 4.2 , we have
5 5 4 5 51r2 5 51r21 5 5 1T F C =T T q C T , 4.9 .L L L3 4
4 2
45 5 5 5T F C 1 q =T . 4.10 . .L t
 .  .Integrating 4.8 with respect to t, using the Holder inequality and 4.10 ,È
we obtain
2l la a ­ Tt02 25 5=T q T ds q dtH H2 4 2 ­ tG 0
t 25 5F C 1 q =T dt , for 0 F t F t . 4.11 .Ht  /0
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Applying Gronwall's inequality, we obtain
2­ Tt
15 5T t F C , dt F C for t F t . 4.12 .  .H Ht t­ t0
By Sobolev's imbedding theorem, we have
`5 5T t F C , for t F t , 4.13 .  .L t
 .  .which, by 1.27 , 1.32 , also yields
­b l
t F C . 4.14 .  .t
`­ t L
 .Differentiating Eq. 1.31 with respect to t, multiplying the resulting
equation by T s ­ Tr­ t, and then integrating with respect to x, we obtain1
d 1 22 25 5f T dx q l =T q la T dsH H1 1 1 1 /dt 2 V G
­ f 1 ­ f2 12 2s f T q TT dx y T dx. 4.15 .H H2 1 1 1 /­ t 2 ­ tV V
 .  .By 4.13 , 4.14 we have
­ f ­ f1 2
< < < < < <f F C , F C 1 q T , F C 1 q T . 4.16 . .  .2 t t 1 t 1­ t ­ t
 .  .It turns out from 4.15 , 4.16 that
d 1 la22 25 5f T dx q l =T q T dsH H1 1 1 1 /dt 2 2V G
2 3
35 5 5 5F C 1 q T q T . 4.17 . .Lt 1 1
By the Nirenberg inequality, we have
5 5 3 5 51r6 5 5 5r6 5 5T F C =T T q C T , 4.18 .L1 5 1 1 6 1
5 5 3 3 5 51r2 5 5 5r2 5 5 3T F C =T T q C T . 4.19 .L1 7 1 1 8 1
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 .Using 4.12 and Young's inequality, we have
1r4 3r4
t t t3 2 2
35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5C T dt F C C max T t =T dt T dt .H L H Ht 1 t 9 1 1 1 /  / 0FtFt0 0 0
t 25 5 5 5qC max T T dtH10 1 1 /0FtFt 0
1r4
t 25 5 5 5 5 5F C max T t =T dt q max T t .  .Ht 1 1 1 / /0FtFt 0FtFt0
l at 02 25 5 5 5F =T dt q max T t q C . 4.20 .  .H 1 1 t2 4 0FtFt0
 .Integrating 4.17 with respect to t, taking supreme with respect to t on
 .both sides and using 4.20 , we obtain
a lat t0 2 2 25 5 5 5max T t q l =T dt q T ds dt . H HH1 1 12 20FtFt 0 0 G
l at 02 25 5 5 5F C q =T dt q max T t , 4.21 .  .Ht 1 12 4 0FtFt0
t2 2
15 5 5 5max T t F C , T dt F C , for t F t . 4.22 .  .H H1 t 1 t
0FtFt 0
 .Using Eq. 1.31 and the regularity estimates for elliptic equations, we
get
5 5 2 5 5 5 5 1T t F C DT t q T t .  .  . .H H11
5 5 ` 5 5 5 5 ` 5 5 5 5 1F C f T t q f T q T t .  . .L L H11 1 1 2
F C , for t F t . 4.23 .t
Thus for any given t, a combination of Theorem 3.1 and the uniform a
priori estimates implies that the solution can be extended to the whole
w xinterval 0, t . Since t is arbitrary, the proof of the global existence and
uniqueness is complete.
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